Knowledge graph is a kind of valuable knowledge base which would benefit lots of AI-related applications. Up to now, lots of large-scale knowledge graphs have been built. However, most of them are nonChinese and designed for general purpose. In this work, we introduce TechKG, a large scale Chinese knowledge graph that is technology-oriented. It is built automatically from massive technical papers that are published in Chinese academic journals of different research domains. Some carefully designed heuristic rules are used to extract high quality entities and relations. Totally, it comprises of over 260 million triplets that are built upon more than 52 million entities which come from 38 research domains. Our preliminary experiments indicate that TechKG has high adaptability and can be used as a dataset for many diverse AI-related applications. We released TechKG at: http://www.techkg.cn.
Introduction
Generally, a knowledge graph (KG) stores factual knowledge in the form of structural triplet like <h, r, t>, in which h and t are entities (called head entity and tail entity respectively) and r denotes the relation type from h to t. KG is a kind of valuable knowledge base and is important for many different kinds of AI-related applications. Nowadays, great achievements have been made in building large scale KGs. And there are many available KGs like FreeBase (Bollacker et al., 2008) , WordNet (Miller, 1995) , YAGO (M.Suchanek et al., 2007) , etc. Usually there are millions of entities and billions of relational facts in these KGs. With them, great progress have been made in lots of AIrelated applications, such as knowledge graph  Equal contribution. Listing order is random. embedding (KGE), distantly supervised relation extraction (RE), knowledge based question and answering (KBQA), etc. However, there are still following two challenges inherited in these KGdependent applications.
First, almost all of these KGs can only be used in English-related applications. But the fact is that each language has its own characteristics. It is uncertain whether a model that performs well in an English-related KG-dependent task could still perform well in the corresponding task of other language. Thus there is a pressing need to build KGs of different languages other than English.
Second, most of existing KGs are designed for general purpose. It is also uncertain whether a model that performs well in an application of general domain could still perform well in applications of specific domains, such as in the technical domains liking medicine, biology, electronics, etc. It is necessary to evaluate whether there are some new kinds of characteristics hidden in KGs that haven't been noticed by researchers up to now.
To address these issues, this work introduces TechKG, a large scale Chinese KG built from massive technical papers that are published in Chinese academic journals of different research domains. Compared with existing KGs, TechKG has following important characteristics.
First, TechKG is a large scale Chinese KG that is technology-oriented. Totally, it comprises of over 280 million triplets that are built upon more than 60 million entities which come from more than 30 research domains. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first Chinese KG that is built by using multi-domain technical papers.
Second, TechKG is a high quality KG. Both of its entities and relations are acquired in two ways. One is directly taking some components of a paper as entities and building relations between entities by simply re-organizing a paper's components. The other is taking carefully selected domain terminologies as entities and building relations be-tween them by some carefully designed heuristic rules. These two ways guarantee TechKG have high accuracies at both entity and relation levels.
Third, TechKG can provide more kinds of information associated with the original papers besides common triplets. This makes it can be easily taken as a benchmark dataset for many diverse AIrelated applications, such as KGE, distantly supervised RE, NER, KBQA, text classification (TC), machine translation (MT), among others.
Fourth, TechKG can be continually updated as long as there are new available published papers. As the needed data source is readily available in almost all languages, researchers can easily build similar KGs for other languages.
To sum up, TechKG is a large scale Chinese KG that is technology-oriented.
In the rest of this paper, we will introduce the building process of TechKG in detail. We also present several statistical analyses on TechKG by employing it to three completely different tasks. The primary experimental results show that TechKG has very high adaptability. It provides a new dataset choice for many diverse applications.
Related Work
At present, there are many available KGs, such as SUMO (Niles et al., 2001) , OpenCys (Matuszek et al., 2006) , Cyc (Matuszek et al., 2006) , FreeBase (Bollacker et al., 2008) , WordNet (Miller, 1995) , YAGO (M. Suchanek et al., 2007) , YAGO2 (Hoffart et al., 2013) , YAGO3 (Mahdisoltani, 2015) , etc. Among them, FreeBase, WordNet, YAGO (including YAGO2 and YAGO3) and some of their subsets are the most widely used KGs in current research. We will introduce them in the following.
FreeBase is a database system designed to be a public repository of the word's knowledge. Its design is inspired by Semantic Web and Wikipedia. It tries to merge the scalability of structured databases with the diversity of collaborative wikis into a practical and scalable database of structured general human knowledge. Totally, it contains more than 100 million asserts about topics spread over 4000 types, including people, media, locations, and many others.
FB15k (Bordes et al., 2013 ) is a subset of Freebase. It is one of the most widely used datasets for many AI-related tasks. Totally, it contains 14,951 entities, 592,213 triplets, and 1,345 different relations. A large fraction of the triplets in this KG describe facts about movies, actors, awards, etc.
WordNet is an electronic lexical database that is considered to be the most important resource available to researchers in computational linguistics, text analysis, and many related areas. Its design is inspired by psycholinguistic and computational theories of human lexical memory. In WordNet, English nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are organized into synonym sets, each represents one underlying lexicalized concept, and semantic relations link the synonym sets. Specifically, WordNet includes some kinds of semantic relations like synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, memonymy, troponymy, entailment, etc. WN18 (Bordes et al., 2013 ) is a subset of WordNet. Like FB15k, it is widely used in many AI-related tasks. Totally, it consists of 18 kinds of relations, 40,943 entities, and 151,442 triplets. Most of its triplets consist of hyponym and hypernym relations.
YAGO is a light-weight and extensible ontology with high coverage and quality. It contains more than 1 million entities and 5 million facts. These facts are expressed by relations and are automatically extracted from Wikipedia and unified with WordNet by a carefully designed combination of rule-based and heuristic methods. In YA-GO, the relations include the Is-A hierarchy as well as non-taxonomic relations like HasWonPrize, BornInYear, DiedInYear, etc. YAGO2 is an extension of YAGO knowledge base, in which entities, facts, and events are anchored in both time and space. YAGO2 is built automatically from Wikipedia, GeoNames, and WordNet. It contains 447 million facts and about 9.8 million entities.
YAGO3 is another extension of the YAGO knowledge base. It combines the information from the Wikipedia in 10 languages including English, German, French, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, Romanian, Polish, Arabic, and Farsi. The choice of languages was determined by the proficiency of the authors, so as to facilitate manual evaluation. Totally, there are 8,936,324 triplet facts built upon 4,595,906 entities.
YAGO3-10 (Mahdisoltani, etc., 2015) is a subset of YAGO3 and is also widely used in many applications. It consists of entities which have a minimum of 10 relations each. Totally, it has 123,182 entities and 37 kinds of relations. Most of the triplets deal with descriptive attributes of people, such as citizenship, gender, profession, etc.
Here we copy these KGs' statistics directly from their corresponding reference papers. There may be some differences for these statistics for almost all of these KGs are continually updating.
TechKG Building
Every day, there are massive Chinese technical papers published in journals of different research domains. These papers often have following characteristics.
First, there is a clear structure for each of these papers. For example, each paper often has such components like: a title, an author list, an authors' affiliation list, keyword list, abstract, etc.
Second, each technical paper can be accurately classified into a proper research domain according to the journal where this paper is published. This is because that each academic journal has its own scope for submissions. Taking "Chinese Journal of Computers" for example, it only focuses on the latest research in computer science domain. And it would never accept a paper in chemistry or artist domain. In other word, as long as we know the focused research domain of a journal, we can confidently classify all of its accepted papers into this research domain. There may be some exceptions, but the proportion would be very small.
These characteristics inspire us that we can use technical papers to build a large scale Chinese KG that is technology-oriented.
Paper Collection
We take technical papers as data source to build TechKG. These papers were mainly collected from journals' websites. According to the submission scopes of the journals 1 , we classify all of them into 38 types: each of which corresponds to a specific research domain. In Appendix part, we list different kinds of statistics for these domains. One can easily know each domain's focused research topics from its name.
For simplicity 2 , we omit the body part of a paper and only collect its: title, author list, authors' affiliation list, keyword list, and abstract. If a paper's these components also have English transla-tions, the corresponding English parts will also be collected.
Entity Selection
In TechKG, each component of a paper except abstract is taken as an entity. That is to say, title, author, keyword, and affiliation, either in Chinese or English, are all taken as entities. And the name of each research domain is also taken as an entity.
Among the obtained entities, keywords account for a very large proportion. We had expected that all of them were high quality domain terminologies, but there are lots of exceptions. For example, in some papers of the computer science domain, there are keywords like "three phases", "two steps", "generation", etc. Obviously, these keywords are not good domain terminologies for they have less to do with computer science. So we use atf*idf method to filter such kind of keywords. Specifically, we concatenate all the keyword lists in each research domain to form a long domainrelated document. Then the tf value of a keyword in each domain can be computed. Different domain-related documents are viewed as the counterpart of each other, thus the idf value of a keyword can be computed accordingly. The higher a keyword's tf*idf value, the more possible this keyword is a good domain terminology.
Relation Extraction
The role of relations is to describe the attributes of entities and the relationships between entities. In TechKG, keywords and authors are two kinds of entities with the largest amounts. So we define relations mainly centered upon them. Besides, papers themselves contain much valuable factual knowledge. So we define some paper-centered relations to describe the attributes of papers themselves. Totally, 16 relations are defined in TechKG.
Author-centered relations include: author_of, first_author, second_author, co_author, research_interest, and affiliation.
Keyword-centered relations include: belonged_domain, co-occurrence_with, and hierarchical.
Paper-centered relations include: published_year, contained_chn_keywords, contained_eng_keywords, other_author, all_authors, andpublished_journal.
Many technical papers also have English translations for their titles, affiliations, keywords, etc., so we define a new relation named translation_of.
Among these defined relations, co_author, translation_of and co_occurrence are a kind of symmetrical relation. And their directions are not taken into consideration. But rest relations' directions are considered. For other kinds of entities that have smaller amounts, there are not always direct relations to describe their entities' attributes or connections. By this way, we want to remove some redundant information so as to reduce the size of TechKG. In fact, most of such attributes and connections could be deduced by the defined relations. For example, we don't define relations between authors and journals to describe the fact that in which journal an author publishes his/her papers. But with the relations of "author_of" and "published_journal", we can easily deduce the needed information.
In TechKG, we employ a set of heuristic rules to assign relations between entities.
First, for each keyword k i , if it occurs in the keyword list of a paper and this paper is published in a journal that has been categorized into a research domain d j , we assign a "belonged_domain" relation from k i to d j .
Second, we notice that most Chinese researchers have such a writing habit: in a keyword list, they are more likely to place high-level (more abstract) keywords ahead of low-level (more concrete) keywords. For example, we are more likely to see such a keyword list "natural language processing, neural machine translation, attention mechanism" than a list of "neural machine translation, natural language processing, attention mechanism". In other word, there is a natural hierarchical structure inherent in the keyword list of a paper. Based on this finding, we design a simple heuristic rule to mine the "hierarchical" relations between keywords. Specially, for each keyword pair "k 1 -k 2 ", we count the number of papers that:1) both k 1 and k 2 occur in their keyword lists; and 2)k 1 occurs ahead of k 2 in their keyword lists. If this number is larger than a predefined threshold, we assign a "hierarchical" relation fromk 1 to k 2 .
Third, for any two keywords k 1 andk 2 , if they co-occurrence in a paper's keyword list, we assign a "co-occurrence_with" relation between them. We also record the number of papers that k 1 and k 2 co-occurrence. This number is taken as a confidence factor to evaluate the reliability of this "cooccurrence_with" relation between k 1 and k 2 .
Fourth, if there is an English part for a paper's title, authors, or affiliations, we assign a "translation_of" relation to the corresponding bilingual entity pairs. It should be noted that there may be multi authors or affiliations in a paper. In such case, we will assign the "translation_of" relation to two entities according to their occurrence orders in the corresponding bilingual parts. Taking authors for example, a "translation_of" relation will be assigned to the first Chinese author and the first English author; to the second Chinese author and the second English author, and so on.
Fifth, if there are bilingual keyword lists in a paper, we first construct candidate entity pairs according to two entities' occurrence orders in their corresponding bilingual parts. For example, a possible entity pair "c i -e j " may be: the first Chinese keyword with the first English keyword, the second Chinese keyword with the second English keyword, and so on. Then for each candidate entity pair "c i -e j ", we count the number of papers that can generate it. If this number is larger than a predefined threshold, we assign a "translation_of" relation between c i and e j .
Here we take different extraction rules for the "translation_of" relation due to the reason that the numbers of keywords in Chinese keyword list and English keyword list are not always the same.
The rest kinds of relations can be precisely obtained by re-organizing the original papers.
In Appendix A, we give an example of extracting these relations from a given paper.
TechKG Characteristics
Finally, we collected over 70 million technical papers and re-organized them into 38 research domains. From these papers, more than 52 million entities and more than 260 million triplets are extracted. Some basic statistics of TechKG are shown in Table1.
Entities maybe overlapped in different kinds of relations. So the total entity number is less than the sum of entity numbers in different kinds of relations. The statistics for "hierarchical" relation are not reported because they depend on some predefined thresholds. More detailed statistics are shown in Appendix B.
We find there are three main characteristics that distinguish TechKG from most of existing KGs: the duplicate name issue, the extremely imbalance issue, and better application adaptability.
 Duplicate Name Issue In TechKG, duplicate name is a very common phenomenon: not only some authors share some common names, but also some research domains also share some common terminologies. However, when we make statistics according to research domain, we find both the duplicate ratio and the dpa increase greatly (see Appendix C for detail). These statistics mean that there are a very small number of duplicated names that appear in many different research domains. Or most of the duplicated names appear in a relative smaller research domain set. To verify this hypothesis, we further make statistics of the authors' domain distribution. The results are shown in Table 3 . More detailed statistics are shown in Appendix D.
From Table 3 we can see that more than 80% of the duplicated authors appear in less than 5 research domains. There are 7,769 duplicated authors that appear more than 20 research domain. More extremely, we find that there are 167 author names (such as: Lin Zhang, Hua Liu, Yang Wang, Lei Zhang, etc) that appear in all research domains. These results well verify our hypothesis and can explain the reason of why both the duplicate ratio and the dpa increase greatly in separated research domains. There is not only cross-domain duplicate name issue, but also another kind of in-domain duplicate name issue. For example, in the research domain of computer science, there will be many duplicated authors that are in different affiliations. Among the in-domain authors that have several affiliations, some of them are real duplicated names, some are not. It is so hard that it is almost impossible for us to accurately pick up the true indomain duplicate names due to the following two reasons.
First, there may be some researchers that work in different affiliations in different times.
Second, some authors provide their affiliations with different granularity in different papers. For example, an author may write his affiliation as "Northeastern University", "School of Computer Science and Engineering, Northeastern University", or even "Natural Language Processing Lab, Northeastern University", etc. Here we try to provide a rough extreme analysis of this in-domain duplicate name issue.
For the worse case, as long as an author name appears in different affiliations, we take it as a duplicated name.
For the better case, for an author name appears in different affiliations, we take it as a duplicated name only when there is no inclusion relationship between these affiliations.
In Table 4 , we report the in-domain duplicate name statistics for metallurgical industry, computer science, electric industry, and traffic transportation, 4 randomly selected research domains. Here apa means the average appeared affiliations per duplicated author.
From Table 4 we can see that the in-domain duplicate name issue is very serious. In both cases, more than 50% authors will have multi affiliations. An interesting finding is that the duplicate ratio of the better case is lower than the worse case, but the apa value of the better case in larger than the worse case. Here we are keenly aware that both of our two rules for the extreme analysis can be criticized for there are lots of exceptions for each of them. We leave the accurate statistics of this issue as an open issue and to solve it in the future.
For keywords, they will only involve the crossdomain duplicate name issue. The number of duplicated keywords will be affected by the predefined tf*idf threshold. We make statistics under different tf*idf settings and the results are shown in From Table 5 we can see that the number of duplicated items decreases as the tf*idf increases. However, both the duplicate ratio and the dpk don't change too much. Even only remaining the keywords whose tf*idf values rank in top-10%, there are still 17.51% of the keywords appearing in average 2.62 research domains.
We also make statistics of the keywords' domain distribution as we made for authors. But different from authors' statistics, keywords' statistics will depend on the tf*idf settings. Here report the domain distribution of keywords under top-10% tf*idf setting in Table 6 From Table 6 we can see that compared with the domain distribution of authors, the keywords' domain distribution is more balanced: most keywords appear less than 5 research domain. Generally, the more strict a tf*idf required, the less possible for a keyword appears in different research domains. For example, under the tf*idf setting of above top-80%, more than 90% keywords appear less than 5 domains (see Appendix G).
But there are some keywords that appear in many research domains. For example, under the tf*idf setting of top-10%, there are still many keywords appearing in more than 20 research domains, such as genetic algorithm, numerical simulation, finite element method, preventive measure, etc.
 Imbalance Issue TransH 3 classifies a KG's relations into 4 types: 1-1, 1-n, m-1, and m-n. Following this definition, we make statistics for the proportion related triplets in different type of relations under different tf*idf settings. For the latter 3 types of relations, we also make statistics of the average value of n and the average value of m/n. The statistics results are shown in Table 7 . More detailed statistics can be found in Appendix H.
From Table 7 we can see that the triplet distribution for these 4 relation types is extremely imbalanced. In each tf*idf setting, the m-n relations account for more than 60% triplets. On the other hand, the 1-n relations account for so small a proportion that they can even be ignored. The proportion is almost unchanged for different type of relation under different tf*idf settings. When we look into the average number of tails per head (ñ in Table 7 ) or the average number of head per tail (̃ or ū in Table 7) , the difference among different types of relations is far huge: in m-1 relations, the average value of m is more than 10, but both the average value of n in 1-n relations and the average value of m/n in m-n relations is relative smaller. These average values are also almost unchanged for different type of relation under different tf*idf settings.
The imbalance issue absolutely will have some impacts on the performance of some applications like knowledge graph embedding, etc. In the experiment section, we will further discuss these impacts.
 Application Adaptability In For the latter one, we randomly select 10,000 bilingual translation pairs with the highest cooccurrence values from each research domain.  TechAbs It is a KB that stores papers' abstracts. It can be used as a dataset for a text classification task. Here we randomly select 100,000 abstracts from each research domain to construct TechAbs.
 TechKG10
The whole TechKG is a huge and growing KB, which is almost impossible for many applications to directly experiment on. Thus, we create a subset of it. Specially, we select the subset of entities that meet following two requirements. First, if the entity is a keyword, its tf*idf value must rank in top-10%. Second, each entity has at least 10 mentions. We call the new created KG as TechKG10. Some basic statistics of TechKG10 are shown in Table 9 . In Table 10~12 , we report the statistics of the cross-domain and in-domain duplicate names and the distribution of relations in TechKG10. From Table 10 we can that compared with the original TechKG, there is almost no change on both the duplicate ratio and the dpa(or kpa) value. This means that the duplicate name issue is a widespread phenomenon in Chinese KGs.
From Table 11 we can see that similar to original TechKG, most of the duplicated names appear in a relative smaller research domain set. In Table 13 , we list the statistics for the domain number distribution for keywords for the same four 4 selected domains. In Table 14 By comparing Table 6 &13 and Table 7 &14, we can see that there is a similar distribution for both TechKG and TechKG10. This means that the conclusions drawn based on the experiments on TechKG10 can reflect the true situation of TechKG. Here we also list the triplet statistics for FB15k in Table 14 . We can clearly see that there is a big distribution difference between FB15k and TechKG10. For FB15k, it has a more balanced distribution for different kinds of relations. More detailed statistics for TechKG10 can be found in Appendix B ', C, D', E, F, G', and H'. 1-1(%) 1-n(%)/ñ m-1(%)/m m-n(%)/ū TechKG10 0.05% 0.01%/1.99 11.63%/6.54 88.32%/1.83 FB15k 1.57% 9.48%/10.07 15.88%/15.07 73.07%/1.00 Table 14 . Triplet statistics in TechKG10.
 TechRE/TechNER They are two KBs designed mainly for relation extraction (RE for short) and domain terminology recognition tasks respectively. The former one is constructed based on TechKG-10 and the latter one is constructed based on TechTerm.
RE aims to extract semantic relations between entity pairs from plain text. It is a typical classification task when the entity pairs and their possible relations are specified. To achieve high quality results, a large-scale training corpus is required. However, it is very time-consuming and expensive to construct such a corpus manually. To address this issue, distant supervision is proposed (Mintz et al., 2009 ) to automatically generate training data via aligning KBs and texts. Its basic idea is that: if two entities have a relational fact in KBs, all the sentences that contain these two entities will express the corresponding relation. Accordingly, these sentences can be taken as positive samples for training this relation. Distant supervision provides an effective strategy to automatically construct large-scale training data for a RE task. Here TechKG-10 is used as the required supervision KB and papers' abstracts are used as the required text corpus. It should be noted that except keywords, it is little possible for other types of components occur in the abstract part of a paper. So in TechRE, only hierarchical relation is considered. We set the co-occurrence threshold to 10 for the extraction of hierarchical relation. Specially, for each two terminologies in a cooccurrence_with type of triplet, we first pick up all the sentences that both of these two terminologies appear. We call each terminology pair along with its mentioned sentence set as a bag. If the cooccurrence value of a bag's terminology pair is greater than 10, we assign a hierarchical relation to this bag and take it as a positive hierarchical training sample. Otherwise a NA relation is assigned to this bag and it is taken as a negative hierarchical training sample. By this way, we extract more than 14M training bags. Averagely, there are about 42 sentences per bag and 5 entities per sentences. The whole dataset is too large. So we randomly select at most 200,000 training bags for each research domain to construct TechRE. Besides, we limit the average sentences per bag in TechRE to 6 at most.
For TechNER, we also adopt a distant supervision method as TechRE, but TechTerm is used as the required KB. Papers' abstracts are taken as the required text corpus. If a sentence contains a terminology, this sentence will be regarded as a positive training sample for recognizing this terminology. This distant supervision method for constructing NER training corpus is also used in Yang et al. (2018) . By this way, we extract more than 210M training sentences. Averagely, there are about 3 entities per sentences. We randomly select 30,000 training samples in each research domain to construct TechNER. There are averagely 3 entities per training sample. In TechNER, if there are nested domain terminologies in a sentence, we will only remain the longest one.
The detailed and complete statistics of TechRE and TechNER can be found in Appendix I.  TechQA TechQA is a dataset designed for the KBQA task. It is constructed based on TechKG-10. All the questions in it are generated by some predefined patterns. Currently, it focuses on 4 kinds of questions which are "who", "what", "when", and "where".
We list the used question patterns in Appendix J. More detailed statistics of TechQA can be found in Appendix I.
Quality Evaluation
From the relation extraction rules used in TechKG we can see that if a triplet whose relation is extracted by re-organizing the items of the original paper, it would be a correct triplet. For other kinds of triplets, the tf*idf method used in entity selection and the threshold method used in relation extraction are two main strategies used to guarantee their quality. Both of them can also be used as regulatory factors to make a balance between scale and quality: increasing/decreasing the values of these two factors can obtain a higher/lower quality but smaller/larger scale TechKG respectively. In TechKG, we remain each entity's tf and idf values. For the relations of co_author, cooccurrence_with, translation_of, and hierarchical, we also remain the co-occurrence value of two entities in a triplet. With these kinds of auxiliary information, researchers can construct their own TechKG versions by adjusting either the tf*idf value or the co-occurrence threshold value.
Experiments and Analyses
To evaluate the adaptability of TechKG, we apply it to three completely different applications: knowledge graph embedding, distantly supervised RE, and distantly supervised NER. For each of them, we select one of its state-of-the-art methods as baseline and use these baselines to conduct experiments on TechKG10, TechRE, and TechNER respectively. For each application, we report its experimental results on 4 randomly selected research domains that are metallurgical industry, computer science, electric industry, and traffic transportation.
It should be noted that the aim of our experiments is not to tell whether a model is good or not. On the contrary, we just want to find whether our TechKG could show some new characteristics hidden in KGs that haven't been noticed currently. All the codes and datasets used here are available at: https://github.com/MiskaChris/TechKG.
Knowledge Graph Embedding
KGE projects each item (entities and relationships) of a KG into continuous low-dimensional space(s). It aims to solve two major challenges that prohibit the availability of KGs. One is the incompleteness issue: although most of existing KGs contain large amount of triplets, they are far from complete. The other is the computation issue: most of existing KGs are stored in symbolic and logical formations while applications often involve numerical computing in continuous spaces. Link prediction, which is to predict the missing h or t for a correct triplet <h, r, t>, i.e., predict t given <h, r> or predict h given <r, t>, is often used to evaluate the performance of a KGE method. Rather than requiring one best answer, link prediction emphasizes more on ranking a set of candidate entities from the KG. Hits@10, the proportion of correct entities ranked in top 10, is often used as the evaluation metric for link prediction.
In this paper, we select ConvE (Dettmers, 2018), one of the latest state-of-the-art KGE methods as baseline. We want to find: 1) whether the duplicate name issue would affect the performance; 2) whether the imbalance issue would affect the performance; and 3) whether TechKG also suffers from the test set leakage issue that is severe in WN18 and FB15k (Dettmers, 2018) .
For these aims, we report the experimental results on following 4 kinds of datasets. 1) The original TechKG10 dataset. 2) A revised TechKG10 dataset that no cross domain author duplicate names included. 3) A revised TechKG10 dataset that no in domain author duplicate names included. 4) A revised TechKG10 dataset that no cross domain keyword duplicate names included. 5) A revised TechKG10 dataset that no any duplicate names included. 6) A revised TechKG10 dataset that no relations of co_ocurrence or research_interest. 7) A revised TechKG10 dataset 4 that no relations of co_ocurrence or research_interest and no any duplicate names included. Even in TechKG10, the triplet number of its each domain is far larger than FB15k. So in experiments, we randomly select 30,000 triplets for each of above 7 datasets. The number of triplets used here is less than that of FB15k: there are about 48,000 triplets in FB15k. However, for each of these 7 datasets, its involved parameter size is far larger than FB15k. FB15k has 14951 entities and 1345 relations, but the average number of contained entities in these 7 datasets is about 140,000. This means it needs more time for training and testing on these 7 datasets.
The datasets 2-5 are used to evaluate the effects of duplicate names for the KGE task. The dataset 6 is used to evaluate the effects of imbalance issue. From Appendix B we can see that both the co_ocurrence relation and the research_interest relation account for a large proportion in TechKG10, so we remove them to generate a more balanced dataset.
In experiments, the proportion of training, development and test sets is 8:1:1. The experimental results are shown in Table15 and Figure 1 , from which we can find following observations. During training, we iterate 300 rounds for each experiment.
First, compared with FB15k or WN18, the performance on TechKG10 is far lower. We think this is caused mainly by the data sparsity issue. Compared with other datasets, there are more parameters needed to be trained, but the number of training triplets is less.
Second, there is almost no the test set leakage issue at all in TechKG, which means it is impossible for a simple rule-based inverse model to achieve state-of-the-art results on TechKG.
Third, both the cross-domain and in-domain author duplicate name issues have a heavily negative effect on the performance. When there are no any duplicated names in the data set, each domain' performance increases greatly. Taking metallurgical industry for example, the hits@10 value on the original dataset is only 0.051, but this value increases to 0.389 when all the duplicated items are removed from the dataset. What's more, the crossdomain keyword duplicate name issue has more negative effect on the performance, which is not in line with our original expectation. The reason of this result should be further studied. Fourth, the imbalance issue has a heavy negative effect on the performance. When we remove two types of relations from the dataset, the performance obtains a huge improvement. This indicates that the more balanced a dataset's relation types' distributions, the better performance could be obtained.
Fifth, there are obvious performance gaps between different kinds of research domains. For example, when there is no any duplicated names, the hits@10 value of the metallurgical industry domain is 0.389, which is much higher than that of the computer science domain, which is only 0.308.
Sixth, when there are no any duplicated names and the two special relations are removed, the best results are obtained, which is similar with that of on the datasets of WN18RR and FB15k-237. Based on these observations we can roughly draw following conclusions. First, TechKG10 is a more challenging dataset than traditional WN18 and FB15k. Second, both the duplicate name issue and the imbalance issue are two inherent characteristics in TechKG.
Distant Supervision Relation Extraction
In this task, we select the "PCNN+ATT" (Lin et al., 2016) model as the baseline method. Following two main factors are considered for this selection. First, it is a state-of-the-art RE method and many current RE methods are based on it. Second, there are available source codes for it, which is very important for building a RE system quickly.
In almost of all of current RE research, Freebase is used as the distant supervision KB and the three-year NYT corpus from 2005 to 2007 is used as the text corpus. In NYT dataset, there are about 281,270 training bags and 96,678 test bags. The size of TechRE is a little smaller than that of NYT. However, if taking the factor of sentences per bag into consideration, we can find that the parameter sizes of our datasets are far larger than NYT.
The average number of sentences per training bag in NYT corpus is about two, while this number is more 60 in TechRE. To evaluate whether this factor will affect the performance, we report the experimental results under different average number of sentences per training bag. There is also a huge difference between the proportion of NA relations in TechRE and NYT. To evaluate whether this factor will affect the performance, we also report the experimental results under different proportions of NA relations. During training, we iterate 100 rounds for each experiment. Finally, the p@m results are shown in Table From these results we can find following observations.
First, both the average sentence per bag and the NA relation proportion have effects on the performance of RE task. For some domains, the higher the average sentence per bag, the poorer performance would be obtained. But for other domains, there is an opposite conclusion. For the factor of the NA relation proportion, we find that when we reduce the proportion of NA relations, the performance decrease accordingly. Here not all of the experimental results are in line with our expectation. The reasons should be further studied.
Second, there is a big performance gap between NYT dataset and TechRE in both the precision/recall curves and the p@m: the performance on TechRE is far lower than that of on NYT. We find that in TechRE, there are almost no any cues in the training sentences that can imply a kind of relations. In NYT, however, there are words like "caused", "because", "contain", "have", etc. Obviously, these words are very helpful for the relation decision. In fact, we think TechRE is a more challenging dataset for the RE task: there are not always useful cues available.
Third, we find that there are also huge performance gaps between different kinds of domains. For example, under the setting of 2 sentences per bag, the performance of computer science domain is far higher than the results of other domains. 
Named Entity Recognition
In this study, we select LSTM-CRF (Lample et al., 2016) , one of the state-of-the-art NER methods as baseline and evaluate its performance on recognizing domain terminologies.
In each domain of TechNER, the number of training number is far larger than CoNll2003. So in experiments, we randomly select 21,000 training samples for each selected domain. By this way, there is a similar sample size between CoNll2003 (also about 21,000) and TechNER. In experiments, we select 15,000 samples for training, 3,500 samples for both the development set and the test set. During training, we iterate 300 rounds for each experiment. Finally, the experimental results are shown in First, there is a big performance gap between CoNll2003 and TechNER. In fact, the terminology recognition task is a more challenging task than the traditional NER task. The main reason is that lots of useful features that work well in a traditional NER task cannot work here. For example, capitalizations, prefix and suffix feature, collocations, all of these features are very useful in a tradition NER task. But none of them can be used here. What's worse, as observed in the previous RE task, there are also almost no any cues in the training sentences that can imply the boundaries of a terminology.
Second, there is also an obvious performance difference between different kinds of domains. But compared with the previous KGE or RE tasks, the performance gap between different kinds of domains here is far smaller. One may wonder whether we could obtain better performance by increasing the number of training samples. To answer this question, we select 25,000 training sentences for each domain and conduct the experiments again. Other experiment settings remain unchanged. The new results are denoted as large in Table 17 . We can see that it is true that there is a minor improvement on the F1 values for each domain by increasing the number of training samples. But we find the performance gaps between different kinds of domains couldn't be eliminated by this way.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce TechKG, a large-scale Chinese KG. To the best of our knowledge, TechKG is: both the first KG that is constructed from massive technical papers and the first KG that is technology-oriented and can be divided into different subsets according to the research domains.
We analyze the main characteristics of TechKG. Lots of statistics show that there are many new characteristics distinguish TechKG from other existing KGs. For example, in TechKG, there are many duplicated names for both authors and keywords. The distributions of different kinds of relation types are highly imbalanced.
Our primary experiments show that all of these characteristics will harm the performance of applications that using TechKG as datasets. How to reduce the effects of these factors is an open issue for many applications that taking TechKG as datasets.
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